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“Open access is the principle that 
research should be accessible 
online, for free, immediately after 
publication.” (CARL & SPARC, p.3)
Gold OA




• No embargo periods
• Unrestricted access
• Citation advantage 








• Journal hosting services
• OA author funds
• Institutional memberships
i.e. BioMed Central Supporters Member 
Institution
• Publicity
What OA journals exist?


Is it really free?
• Author processing charges
• OA author funds
• New development: hybrid journals
Green OA
Self-archiving in a repository 
What is an IR?
“An institutional repository (IR) is a 
digital collection of an organization’s 
intellectual output. Institutional 
repositories centralize, preserve, and 
make accessible the knowledge 
generated by academic institutions.” 
(CARL) 
‘Green’ library action
• Developing research repositories
• Creating archiving policies

































• Wide range of content
• Meet conditions of grant agencies
• (CARL & SPARC, p. 3)
Why OA?
⇒ Universal access
⇒ More exposure, increased impact
⇒ Permanent, persistent  access
⇒ Easier information discovery
⇒ Meet conditions of grant agencies
So our problems are solved, right?
Not exactly…
Slow uptake of OA
⇒ Repositories attract few contributions
⇒ General lack of awareness among 
faculty




Author’s fees = vanity publishing
OA Mythbusters
OA journals ≠ peer-reviewed
OA Mythbusters
OA journals = low standards
OA Mythbusters
OA publishing = easier to plagiarize
OA Mythbusters
OA journals ≠ long term preservation 
OA Mythbusters
The university wants to scoop my 
copyright.
Lack of Copyright Knowledge
49% of authors sign publishing 
agreements without understanding 
the terms.
- OAKLaw National  Survey of Australian Academic Authors
Unsure of Depositing Rights
Over 50% of authors were unsure if they 
were allowed to self archive under
• Past publishing agreements
• Most recent publishing agreements
- OAKLaw National  Survey of Australian Academic Authors
Publish in OA journals
Use Author Addendum
• Publishers require only permission 
to publish an article, not a 
wholesale transfer of copyright.
• Grant specific rights while holding 









• Why should I use my own 
research money to publish when 








I know that OA myths aren’t true, 
but what if my colleagues don’t?
P&T Solutions




• In hiring, promotion, and tenure, 
the university will give due 
weight to all peer-reviewed 




• We will regard a record of open 
access publication as evidence 
of service to the community, in 










AKA “I’m too busy.”
Easy Submission Interface

















• OA journal hosting (OJS)
• OA author funds
• Institutional memberships
• Promote OA mandates 
Strategies for Librarians
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